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NIGERIA ATTACK: Report 
says Islamic extremists kill 
35, take 185 hostage near site 
of earlier attack / A3

CLASSIC TAKES 
ON CHRISTMAS  
Blind Boys of Alabama, Johnny Mathis 
staging holiday concerts TimeOut

SUIT FILED IN TASER ARREST
Deputies accused of excessive force B1

SR GIRLS’ HOOP DREAMS
Benefield: Panthers stay determined C1
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STUDYING THE RULES : Luis Murillo takes a quiz on traffic signs during a driver’s license preparation course Wednesday at the Graton Day Labor Center. 

Becoming legal drivers
With new state law allowing undocumented immigrants 

 to obtain licenses poised to take effect, potential applicants prepare for tests 

President Barack Obama

Activist 
Obama 
tests his 
powers

WASHINGTON — With a re-
cent streak of activism, President 
Barack Obama is shaking up the 
governing status quo and creating 
a new normal for his successors.

Whether it’s immigration or 
Internet access, climate change 
or Cuba, Obama is laying down a 
foundation that while fragile and 
subject to change is defining how 
he enters the final two years of his 
presidency and what he leaves for 
the next White House occupant.

In the weeks since the midterm 
elections gave Republicans full 
control of Congress, Obama has 
acted in unbridled ways on foreign 
and domestic policy fronts. The 
list is significant. In addition to 
taking executive actions to shield 
millions of immigrants from de-
portation, securing anti-pollution 
goals with China and undertaking 
a historic diplomatic opening with 
Havana, Obama has sought to sus-
tain new ties with once reclusive 
Myanmar, make Alaska’s Bristol 
Bay off limits to oil and gas drill-
ing, and affirm “net neutrality” on 
the Internet.

David Axelrod, a former senior 
Obama adviser, said: “He is some-
one who ran for office to tackle 
big, lingering problems and, now, 
as he looks at the final years of his 
administration, he seems deter-
mined to use every tool at his dis-

P encils moved quickly as 
roughly 20 undocument-
ed immigrants raced to 

identify eight road signs drawn 
on a white board during a 
driver education class held at 
the Graton Day Labor Center 
earlier this week.

While most were familiar 
with the signs warning of  merg-
ing lanes or forbidding U-turns, 
the 10 questions that class 
instructor Jo Anne Cohn read 
out loud stumped them. 

“This is difficult for a lot of  
people,” Cohn said in Spanish 

to her students. She encouraged 
them to continue studying to 
avoid failing the test and having 
to go back to the Department of  
Motor Vehicles.

“If  you don’t pass, you’ll 
waste a lot of  time,” Cohn, a 
center volunteer, said to her 
attentive class of  mostly male 
day laborers. “I don’t want to go 
to the DMV more than once. It 
should be the same for you.”

Cohn has been working with 
immigrants like Raul Ramirez 
once a week to help them pre-
pare for their driver’s license 
tests. A new state law that takes 
effect Jan. 2 allows immigrants 
like Ramirez to obtain a special 

Couple’s engagement caught 
on camera at Bodega Bay

F ollowing last week’s storms, the 
clouds cleared just enough Friday 
to reveal a dramatic array of  color 

in the sky. The potential for a stunning 
sunset called Edward Kent, an amateur 
Santa Rosa photographer, and his wife 
of  44 years, Louise, to the Sonoma Coast. 

It was Edward Kent’s intent to capture 
the sunset with his camera at Salmon 
Creek in Bodega Bay that evening. But a 
man on bended knee in front of  his girl-
friend stopped the Kents in their tracks.

“I rarely shoot images of  people,” Ed-
ward Kent said. However, the romantic 
in him couldn’t miss the opportunity. He 
quickly snapped three quick pictures of  
the couple.

With the moment caught on film, the 
Kents mulled over whether to approach 
the couple. In the end, they let the pair 
have their moment in private, and went 
home.

Their decision was short-lived.
As they made their way home, the 

Kents decided it would be fun to try to 
find the lovebirds. Edward Kent posted 

EDWARD KENT

Daniel Arose proposes to Hannah Mansfield on 
Dec. 12 at Salmon Creek. An online effort to find 
out the identity of the Auburn couple paid off.

ANALYSIS: President 
heads into final 2 years 
intent on making strides
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CLASS FOR DRIVERS: At the Graton Day Labor Center, volunteer Jo 
Anne Cohn helps immigrants who are planning to seek California driver’s 
licenses prepare for the written test they will be required to pass.

CIA mole helped U.S. identify Cuban spies
INSIDE
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WASHINGTON — He was, in 
many ways, a perfect spy — a man 
so important to Cuba’s intelligence 
apparatus that the information he 
gave to the CIA paid dividends long 
after Cuban authorities arrested 
him and threw him in prison for 

nearly two decades.
Rolando Sarraff Trujillo has 

now been released from prison and 
flown out of  Cuba as part of  a swap 
for three Cuban spies imprisoned 
in the United States that President 
Barack Obama announced Wednes-
day in a televised speech. Obama 
did not give Sarraff’s name, but sev-
eral current U.S. officials identified 
him and a former official discussed 
some of  the information he gave to 
the CIA while burrowed deep inside 
Cuba’s Directorate of  Intelligence.

Sarraff’s story is a chapter in a 
spy vs. spy drama between the U.S. 
and Cuba that played on long after 

the end of  the Cold War, decades 
after Cuba ceased to be a serious 
threat. The story — at this point — 
remains just a sketchy outline, with 
Sarraff hidden from public view 
and his work for the CIA still clas-
sified.

Chris Simmons, who was the 

chief  of  a Cuban counterintelli-
gence unit for the Defense Intelli-
gence Agency from 1996 to 2004, said 
that Sarraff had worked in the cryp-
tology section of  Cuba’s Directorate 
of  Intelligence and was an expert 
on the codes used by Cuban spies 
in the U.S. to communicate with Ha-
vana. Sarraff’s family said that he 
studied journalism at the Universi-
ty of  Havana and had the rank of  
first lieutenant at the intelligence 
directorate.

It is not clear when Sarraff, now 
51, began working for the CIA. But, 
according to Simmons, once he did 

Code expert released from 
prison as part of spy swap with 
U.S. delivered encryption data

By MARK MAZZETT 
and  MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT

NEW YORK TIMES
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Rolando 
Sarraff Trujillo
Information provided 
by cryptologist helped 
U.S. even after he was 
imprisoned in 1996.


